Analysis of expressed sequence tags of retinal pigment epithelium: cystatin C is an abundant transcript.
In order to identify genes that are expressed in the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), randomly chosen clones of a cDNA library of cultured human foetal RPE cells were analyzed by sequencing. Of 164 informative expressed sequence tags (ESTs), 88 matched the sequences of 74 genes for proteins of known or presumed function. Approximately a third of these represented genes with involvement in gene/protein expression, with a major subcategory concerned with protein turnover. In particular, the gene coding for precursor cystatin C was represented by 3 independent ESTs, and plaque hybridization estimated the frequency of cystatin C clones in the library to be 1.3%. Cystatin C mRNA in cultured RPE cells was confirmed by Northern blotting and by reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) with identification of the cystatin C sequence as the product of the reaction. The survey also revealed 25 novel human sequences representing genes that are active in RPE. One of these was localized near a recently identified, new autosomal recessive retinitis pigmentosa locus. In conclusion, the findings specifically demonstrate the unexpected presence of cystatin C mRNA at fairly high abundance in cultured human RPE cells, and, more generally, serve as a model study establishing the usefulness of the EST approach for further characterizing the molecular basis of the activities of the RPE.